REBLE with a cause
Reflections on our journey so far in
setting up a lived experience in research
panel

DECEMBER 2021

In the planning and run-up to the
REBLE event, I wanted us to do
well. I felt a rush of pride when the
event started, and Jessie
admitted the attendees.
Would our message reach
people? Would the often very
personal and vulnerable things
we had shared translate into, and
build on, different ways of working
for organisations and the people
within them?
Steph

REBLE researcher
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About REBLE with a cause
In Spring 2021, Traverse set up a lived experience advisory panel, named by
the group as REBLE (Research Enabled by Lived Experience).
On 25 November 2021, together we hosted an event called REBLE with a
cause to share our learning to date about setting up a lived experience
Over 80 people joined us at the event, which was co-run by the REBLE
researchers, who shared their own reflections and learnings, alongside
colleagues at Traverse.
Through a powerful interactive forum theatre approach, we explored
inclusive practice – and how research can benefit from lived experience, coproduction and power sharing. The forum theatre performance drew directly
on the lived experience of REBLE researchers and their participation in
research.
Listen to the audio recording of the event on YouTube.
In this report, we share graphic recordings from the event which tell the story
of the forum theatre performance and interactions. We also share reflections
on the event from a range of perspectives and hopes for the future.
We’d like to thank all those who’ve been part of and enriched the REBLE
journey so far, including everyone who joined us at REBLE with a cause.
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Forum theatre graphic recordings
Drawn by Chris, REBLE researcher and Skye, senior consultant, Traverse
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Setting the scene
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Telling the ‘same old story’
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Experience of research interviews
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How do we build on success?
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Reflections
REBLE researchers and members of the Traverse team
shared their thoughts and feelings after the event.
These are their reflections on the event and what the future might hold for
REBLE.
The fantastic graphic recordings of the event featured in this section and the
video accompanying the audio recording of the event were created by
REBLE researcher Christopher.
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Steph – REBLE researcher
“In the planning and run-up to the REBLE event, I wanted us to do well. I felt a
rush of pride when the event started, and Jessie admitted the attendees.
Would our message reach people? Would the often very personal and
vulnerable things we had shared translate into, and build on, different ways of
working for organisations and the people within them?
“Members of the Traverse team joined us during one of our REBLE meetings.
They too shared their life experiences with us.
I remember typing in the chat that this was a day I would remember for years
to come. It was extraordinary, I felt a wave of acceptance and belonging. I
felt safe with these people, just as I had felt in previous months in our own
REBLE meetings.”
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Paol – REBLE researcher
“The event was a really powerful creative way to express our reality on how
research is done to us rather than in sharing power. It required a lot of effort, it
challenged our emotions and took courage to share our own journey with
strangers.
“However, in return it does validate us and provide us with an opportunity to
be the change we want.

Christopher - REBLE researcher
“My reflection of the event and doing the artwork, was challenging and hard
work, but also afterwards had one word in my mind: opportunity.”

Saffron – REBLE researcher
“I honestly felt so empowered by the event. I was amazed at peoples'
reactions and how they really got involved, and at how much they learnt
from our 'forum theatre'. It was so touching, and I feel so proud I got to be a
part of it.”
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Coco Tas – consultant, Traverse
“There was vulnerability, a reclaiming of the narrative, and raw creativity that
came together in the REBLE for a Cause event.
“We wanted to host an event that would bring to light the strengths of what
the REBLE researchers contribute in co-creating research and highlight the
potential value they would add as collaborators on future research projects.
“To do this a little differently than a presentation, the decision was made to
organise an event framed around audience interaction through theatre. The
script that took form was based on the experiences of poor research
practices, shared by the REBLE researchers.
“This script writing process was an incredibly vulnerable space, and
extraordinarily creative. The pace of the conversation provided opportunity
for everyone to engage and participate at their own tempo, which reflected
the respect and care that each person was bringing with them into the virtual
platform. This tone of engagement was replicated on the day of the big
theatre performance and was shared with the audience during the zoom
event.
“It was a delight and an honour to be share the virtual stage with the REBLE
and to help bring to life the narrative of the forum theatre, as a vehicle for
framing the learnings of what it takes to do inclusive and good research.”
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Fanny Goterfelt – senior consultant, Traverse
“It was incredible to work with the REBLE! Having never worked with the group
before, they immediately welcomed me into the group. The atmosphere felt
so inclusive, and you could tell that everyone felt like they were working in a
safe space.
“Co-designing the forum theatre with the REBLE and hearing first-hand about
their experiences of taking part in research really made me reflect on my own
practice as a social researcher.
Also, they are a bunch of amazing public speakers!!!”

Paul Hirmis – consultant, Traverse
“Having recently joined the REBLE in a supportive role from Traverse, I have
been incredibly grateful to have been welcomed by this open and kind
group of people. I have experienced space for conversation that allows an
honesty, openness, and vulnerability that I have not experienced before in
my working life.
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“It was obvious, as soon as I had spent more than an hour or so with the
group, that this space is partly due to the trusting relationships built over time,
with patience, curiosity and compassion.”

Event participants
We also captured feedback on the event from people who attended the
event and interacted during the forum theatre session. Here are just some of
the comments people shared with the group.

This is brilliant. It's really
great I feel like the play
should be funded and
taken on roadshows to
every research institute
in the land!

As a researcher, thanks for this
play and very useful lessons. It
would be good to have a list
produced of words not be used to
share with other people that I
work with...seldom heard for hard
to reach; mental health
condition/living with mental
health for mental health issues
etc.

I like the idea of “I’m
unable to leave my lived
experience at the door, it
all blends into my personal
experience and can’t be
divided into neat
packages for condition
limited research”
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I am grateful for (as someone said)
for the mirror. It's been an awesome
challenge to question a range of
dynamics. As a researcher who wants
to do better to be more inclusive and
representative of the diversity of
experiences related to the work it
tries to influence. I'd be interested in
some kind of toolkit to navigate such
a nuanced arena and do better. This
is just the first step.

This is really hard to watch.
Demonstrates how safeguarding,
equity and diversity and coproduction all relate to one
another so tightly. I'm sorry this
happens.

On payment for participation - minority
communities are less likely to have the same
earning potential as their counter parts.
You’re also asking people to relive trauma
and also give you an insight as a person or
colour or another intersect. The least we can
do is offer for their time or as an
acknowledgement for their time.
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The future
What does the future hold for REBLE?

Steph – REBLE researcher
“It can feel confusing to me at times to think and talk about being
disempowered. It is experienced as a feeling, a feeling of injustice that hurts
my chest and makes my cheeks flame.
“Becoming a REBLE researcher with its focus on spending valuable time at a
patient pace with each other is the answer to a promise that I silently made
to myself - perhaps others did too, in terrifying, lonely dark times. The promise
is that there will be a time in the future where you will have a voice, that the
things you write and speak about will be listened to on a deeper level and
that there is a better way.
“I hope our REBLE event with Traverse gave our meetings justice and that
attendees and those who wanted to attend would feel comfortable in
reaching out to find out more. This is my hope.”
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Saffron – REBLE researcher
“I hope we can continue to make positive change and promote more
diverse, inclusive thinking, and really want REBLE to keep on exploring new
ways of doing this. I also hope we can somehow make our impact wider.”

Christopher– REBLE researcher
“I hope it opens up the world of academia to those with cognitive
impairments.”

Paol – REBLE researcher
“I hope that REBLE can evolve into a gold standard of power sharing research
so at its heart is the voice of lived experience.”

Paul Hirmis – consultant, Traverse
“As the group begins to work, alongside Traverse colleagues, with external
organisations, groups and people, I am so excited for the potential that we
have together to make a positive contribution to social research and
ultimately the lives of people affected by that research.

Philipa Bragman – REBLE facilitator, inclusion expert
“Co-production, lived experience, user experience…. these are all words that
are currently being used to frame a way of working that is starting to be
recognised as an authentic way forward. Whereas in the past, there seemed
to be a lot of emphasis on the end result, timeframes and budgets, people
are starting to recognise that without the right processes things don’t work
very well.
“We are also part of a culture that is often more used to looking outwards and
judging how others are doing things rather than starting with and learning
more about ourselves. By looking inwards at ourselves and our own
organisations, we can start to build on our mistakes using them as an
opportunity for transformation and not shame and through this we can
connect with others and share our deep learning.
“By starting with ourselves and learning how we make changes we can better
understand how we might work towards the systemic changes we want to
see.
“Traverse is leading the way in genuinely and authentically trying to do things
differently to challenge the systemic marginalisation and otherness that is
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inherent in our society. This marginalisation leads to a lack of inclusion and
real empowerment across the board.
“Traverse is challenging the existing model by:
•

•

setting up a group of people from across different marginalised
communities – the REBLE researchers. One of the ways power is often
manifested is by those with power deciding which marginalised
community they want to work with and when
supporting people to come together as one and explore what they
have in common as well as understanding their differences

“Traverse team members are not only talking about coproduction, but they
are also reflecting on themselves, their own journey and their individual and
joint ways of changing how they want to work going forward.”

What’s next?
Together, we have ambitious plans to co-design great research and
engagement activities that authentically shares power with people with lived
experience and sets the standard for co-production in research.
We’ll continue to share what we learn as we progress on our journey.

Let’s talk
If you would like to find out more about REBLE
or share what you’ve learned about lived
experience in research, please don’t hesitate
to get in touch.
Jessie Cunnett
Head of health and social care
jessie.cunnett@traverse.ltd
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